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The development of the Internet and
Information and Communication Technology (ICT) has transformed human
society and introduced new ways of
communication. Likewise, the advent of
Blockchain technology has caused society to evolve into a new shape. The
development of technology, which was
triggered by the Fourth Industrial Revolution, will further accelerate the
change of industrial paradigm – the paradigm based on connectivity and convergence of manufacturing, information
and services. In addition, blockchain
technology is expected to transform the
entire industry into a reliability-based
network that connects consumers and
producers directly.

In 2008 at the height of the ﬁnancial
crisis, a mysterious ﬁgure released a
message to the world. Satoshi Nakamoto, an individual or group of individuals
announced that they had managed to
solve the double-spending problem
that had plagued previous digital currencies or cryptocurrencies. Since Bitcoin’s creation, blockchains have drawn
tremendous interest outside of just the
payment-related use cases. They can
also be applied across industries to a
variety of use cases such as recording
ownership, tracking and management
(often referred to as ‘provenance’), creative rights management, and patient
records. It is obvious that the interest
towards blockchain technology is growing fast and its range of utilisation is
expanding. However, change is still
needed. Legal and social perceptions
towards this technology should be
changed and the number of participants, including the channel and places
where blockchain can actually be used,
must increase.

Not only has the way of transactions changed but due to
Covid-19 the market trend
changes as well.As Covid-19
strikes, many countries lockdown their borders and the
contactless culture starts
emerging and people start to
purchase their necessities
through online platforms.
Contactless
ordering
and
quick delivery services are
trending
in
the
ofﬂine
market. The form of e-commerce is evolving f rom social
commerce into Live commerce via various media. It is
no
longer
mere
Internet-based online commerce,
but a platform where consumers are allowed to enjoy
new levels of convenience.

In the ever-changing digital
commerce environment, customers' roles are being reinvented. Consumers are no
longer passive participants in
the development and evaluation of goods and services;
instead, they are active participants. Platform service
providers and commodity
producers must adapt to the
new
environment
and
rethink the business-public
interaction.
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Consumer shopping behaviour which
has experienced a shift after the
Covid 19 pandemic has become a
stepping stone for retail business
players to provide alternative choices
in adjusting consumer behaviour. The
Internet and information technology
provide solutions to bridge behaviour
change between businesses and
consumers. Retail businessmen are
transforming in offering products
into digital platforms and adapt to
digital payment methods
with ﬁntech.

COVID-19 has resulted in a
structural shift in the economy, society, and culture. In the
midst of the pandemic, digital
transformation has given a
secure way to connect. To put
it another way, it allowed us to
enjoy the interaction effects
without having to engage in
physical contact.
The social upheavals brought
on by the COVID-19 epidemic
have
harmed
the
ofﬂine
market and ushered in new
ones. During this huge shift,
businesses
are
primarily
focused on creating an integrated
environment.
The
e-commerce and FinTech sectors are undergoing the most
signiﬁcant changes in order to
meet the demands and wants
of people.

Estimated Value
Of Transaction On
Indonesian E-Commerce

Electronic commerce or e-commerce is the distribution, purchase, sale, marketing of goods
and services through electronic
systems such as the internet or
television, www, or other computer networks. E-commerce can
involve electronic fund transfers,
electronic data exchange, automated inventory management
systems, and automated data collection systems.
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The increasing number
of digital transactions
through
e-commerce
cannot be separated
f rom the role of the government in encouraging
the digital world to the
public, and continuing to
accelerate the development of digital banking.

The commerce market has
developed by providing
new trading experiences
to customers, based on the
spread of the Internet and
the development of ICT.
The current online commerce
platform
allows
consumers to enjoy a new
level of convenience and
efﬁciency added on every
process of consumption,
such as obtaining right
information about products
and
services,
data-based recommendations and the simple steps
of payment and delivery.
Until recently, the types of
commerce that attracted
the most attention were
‘Open Market’,

where sellers or suppliers
could participate f reely,
and ‘Social Commerce’,
which allowed the users to
share information and use
experiences of the products. On these types of
commerce platforms, consumers are able to solve
the problem of information uncertainty through
‘Social Intelligence’ based
on ICT and social networks,
sharing the right information on a real time basis.
Despite such strengths,
these types of commerce
could not fully satisfy the
consumers as they failed
to form strong mutual
trust and did not reﬂect
the social aspects of the
pandemic era.

OFFLINE
COMMERCE

ONLINE
COMMERCE

OPEN MARKET
SOCIAL COMMERCE

020 COMMERCE

LIVE COMMERCE

SMART COMMERCE
OFFLINE
COMMERCE

ONLINE
COMMERCE

SMART
ORDER

TRANSACTION

Non-contact services have
emerged as a new trend due
to the major change in social
environment, but people are
still eager to communicate
directly as social members
while keeping the physical
distance f rom each other.
Traditional
e-commerce
allows the search, order, purchase and delivery of products, but it has failed to meet
the desire for noncontact
communication.

E
Com
merce
Ofﬂine
commerce
environment, on the other hand, is
able to satisfy the desire for
social communication, but it is
never suitable for the current
society which demands safety
f rom the contagious virus. It is
now necessary to present a
Smart Commerce platform that
provides value in a new way.
The new platform will minimize
contacts with an unspeciﬁed
crowd and provide an integrated O2O environment where
consumers are able to make
their own choice to switch
between
‘contact’
and
‘non-contact’ services.

Live
Com
merce
Live commerce, which
combines
streaming
video and e-commerce,
has the potential to
transform
the
retail
business and customer
shopping patterns. Due
to Covid-19, the status
quo is no longer an
option. Customers must
be reached online, and a
smooth
experience
must be provided. It's
also vital to ﬁnd new
ways to engage people
that don't require a
physical location.

2.2

But what about the components of the in-store experience that are absent f rom
online shopping? It's no
secret that shopping online
saves time and effort but
will a trip to Amazon.com
ever be as entertaining as a
stroll to Rodeo Drive? This is
also why today's businesses
are bringing consumers
closer to the in-person
experience by combining
online retail with live broadcasting. Multimedia environments breathe life into
the
digital
store,
and
real-time
engagement
keeps customers engaged.

Digital transaction include any transaction where value (e.g., money) transfers
f rom one account to another electronically. Unlike traditional transaction made
with cash, digital transfers are intangible. Through digital transaction systems,
there’s no need for cash, credit and debit cards, or checks. When you use digital
transaction apps, everything goes through a processing system on devices like
mobile phones and computers.
With the introduction of numerous
easy transaction systems based on
ICT, the transaction market has
altered structurally. The introduction
of simple transaction mechanisms, in
particular, has reorganised the e-commerce sector, and the rapidly developing e-commerce market has been
driving further environmental changes. Simple payment is a service that
enhances the ease and mobility of
electronic devices while delivering
and processing existing transaction
methods such as credit card transaction and bank transfers. It is either
offered independently by ﬁnancial
ﬁrms or by business owners who are
registered as electronic ﬁnancial operators, such as platform operators and
ﬁntech ﬁrms.

2.3

With their large user base,
non-ﬁnancial providers of
easy transaction, such as platform operators and e-commerce enterprises, are leading the transaction ecosystem. Digital innovations will
continue to improve and grow
the transaction sector The
pace of digital innovation in
payments is driving a reduction in costs projected double
compound annual growth
rate. It is resulting in new
business models and a more
competitive environment as
new players emerge. These
are some of the innovations:

Digital
Transaction

1
Contactless
transaction
– a secure transaction
method using a debit,
credit or smartcard
enabled by Radiof requency Identiﬁcation
(RFID) or near-ﬁeld
communication
(NFC). This digital
transaction method is
growing in popularity
due to its speed and
seamless experience.

2
Open Application
Programming
Interfaces (API)
– a publicly available API
that provides developers
with programmatic access
to a proprietary software
application or web service.
Open APIs allow new providers to build services on top
of existing inf rastructure.
The relevance of these
approaches is that it lowers
barriers to entry for new
ﬁnancial technology players,
encouraging innovation and
enabling the rise of seamless
digital transaction services
for the end-user.

3
Distributed ledger
technology (DLT)
- a database that is consensually
shared and synchronised across
multiple sites, institutions or
geographies.
This
database
architecture solves the problem
of trust among multiple stakeholders
and
the
so-called
“double spend”, which refers to
the dilemma of ensuring a digital
asset is not spent twice. Since all
members of the network hold a
copy of the ledger at all times,
DLT allows for decentralised digital payment systems that do not
rely on a single central authority,
such as a bank or a public institution (see our full series on DLT
and digital transaction here).

4
QR codes
– a two-dimensional
Quick Response bar
code or square-shaped
code
that
contains
data. It has become
popular as it is a quick
and
easy
way
to
exchange information
and has the potential of
substantially reducing
payment
acceptance
costs. All that is needed
for the payment to take
place is a digital device
with a camera linked to
an account.

5
Biometric
Payments
– Biometric digital payments use Biometric ID
as a means of veriﬁcation and authorization of
transaction.
Biometric
ID is any means by
which a person can be
uniquely identiﬁed by
evaluating one or more
distinguishing biological
traits. Unique identiﬁers
include
ﬁngerprints,
hand geometry, earlobe
geometry, retina and iris
patterns, voice waves,
DNA, and signatures.

6
Central
Bank
Digital
Currencies
(CBDC)
- Globally, emerging
market
economies
are moving f rom conceptual research to
intensive
practical
development. Central
banks representing a
ﬁfth of the world’s
population say they
are likely to issue the
ﬁrst CBDCs in the
next few years.

Digital
Payment

3

Bu
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The development and construction of substantive services
using blockchain technology is
a challenge that almost every
company has to solve within a
few years. Market demand for
blockchain technology, one of
the core technologies of the
Fourth Industrial Revolution, is
expected to surge, and its technological development will gain
momentum over time.

HITOP - Blockchain
-based smart commerce app that
allows you to use live
commerce and
smart commerce
without space restrictions through
live commerce.

Advances in technology
and the evolution of
e-commerce
systems brought great
changes to the shape of
the market and user
consumption patterns.
While e-commerce was
a key to providing and
sharing reliable information, sharing and
consumption of value
have recently become a
new trend. Personal
taste,
experience, interaction,
and the creation of
social values are considered more important
nowadays.

Usage of devices have
increased tremendously
in the ofﬂine stores as
well. Orders and transaction are often processed
through Kiosk & mobile
applications (App).
As such, the trend of
commerce is continuously evolving into a new
shape. The ecosystems
are structured with new
consumer culture, mutually beneﬁcial environments between sellers
and
consumers,
and
most importantly, trust.

We deﬁne this new
trend-oriented culture as
the ‘Live Commerce’ and
here we are introducing
‘HITOP’, a Smart
Commerce Platform that
involves user and seller
interaction in a digital
environment.

HITOP is an integrated
blockchain-based
Live
Commerce Platform that
creates new values. It
aims to provide a global
commerce environment
in the ecosystem,
providing a lively and
f resh new environment
and also build mutual
trust of the participants.
On top of the existing
online environment, we
offer services such as
non-contact
ordering,
bidding, Livestream
platform and payment in
blockchain environments,
as well as user rewards,
subscription model, event
coupons, discounts, and a
variety of marketing and
curation service models
for suppliers and sellers.

Business
Over
view

3.1

The service platform of
HITOP is a ‘Live Commerce’
based blockchain platform.
It provides various
commerce services that are
suitable for social trends,
and it offers a variety of tools
for integrated marketing
and sales improvement for
sellers and suppliers Due to
the international spread of
COVID-19, people began to
avoid direct contacts, which
in turn jeopardised the
livelihood of ofﬂine- based
small business owners and
merchants. Especially in the
case of traditional markets,
it is rare for the merchants
to make use of ICT, and this
makes it harder for them to
survive in the market.

It has also become increasingly difﬁcult to move
between regions and countries,
increasing
the
demand for trust-based networks and online commerce
where services are available
all over the globe. HITOP
creates new values by
providing a global commerce service that addresses the problem of regional
restrictions. It also provides
live interactions between
suppliers and buyers to offer
an in depth review of the
product. It also offers a
cryptocurrency-based
transaction service which
enables convenient, transparent process of transactions and marketing services for small enterprises.

3.2

Business
Intro
duction
Evolution to an integrated point platform that combines
the expansion and development of the global market
and ﬁntech.The evolution HITOP creates new aims and
provides a global commerce environment in the ecosystem, providing a lively and f resh new environment and
also builds mutual trust of the participants. On top of the
existing online environment Global marketing is also a
ﬁeld of study in general business management that
markets products, solutions and services to customers
locally, nationally, and internationally. International marketing is the application of marketing principles in more
than one country, by companies overseas or across
national borders.

Fintech, or ﬁnancial technology, is the term used to
describe any technology
that delivers ﬁnancial
services through software,
such as online banking,
mobile payment apps or
even cryptocurrency. Smart
Wallet has the feature
because it helps to protect
our credit or debit card
details
f rom
electronic
pickpocketing. RFID based
wallets have layers of
aluminium and sometimes
the metal fabric is sewn
into them. This design
helps to block your RFID
f requency
f rom
being
skimmed by thieves.
Services marketing is a
form of marketing that
businesses that provide a
service to their customers
use to increase brand
awareness and sales.

Unlike product marketing, services marketing
focuses on advertising
intangible transactions
that provide value to
customers.
Advertisers
use effective services
marketing strategies to
build trust with their
customers
and
show
them how their service
can beneﬁt them.
Businesses may base
their services marketing
strategies on the promotion of ideas, beneﬁts
and promises to help
them sell their services.

A blockchain is a distributed
database that is shared
among the nodes of a computer network. As a database, a blockchain stores
information electronically in
digital format. Blockchains
are best known for their crucial role in cryptocurrency
systems for maintaining a
secure and decentralized
record of transactions. The
innovation with a blockchain
is that it guarantees the
ﬁdelity and security of a
record of data and generates
trust without the need for a
trusted third party.
Integrated transaction allow
the manual, time-consuming accounting process and
the payment process to
seamlessly work together.

By automating payment
acceptance, an integrated
payment solution allows
your merchants to accept
credit
card
transaction
directly within their existing
software.

3.3

Business
Direc
tion
HITOP aim to
Expanding f rom
blockchain-based
integrated point
platform to
transaction and
CRM solutions
that can be used
at all merchants,
positioning as
Indonesia's
leading smart
commerce &
order platform.
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Blockchain Smart
Commerce Platform

Other Points/
Mileage
Purchase System

Build Live
Commerce

ON /OF F L IN E P OIN T
TR A N SACTION SOLUTION S

IN TEGRATED
M E M BERS H IP S ERVICES

COM M ERCE D IGITAL
TRAN S FORM ATION

HITOP POINT -> Exchange with
Indonesian shopping mall
points/air mileage, etc

New Consumption Culture

• TV Home Shopping -> Digital
transformation with mobile/
web-based live commerce

• HNP -> HITOP POINT Conversion

• Transmit real-time/recorded
live broadcasts
at a spesiﬁc time

• Support online shopping mall
HITOP POINT as
a transaction method
• Support HITOP POINT transaction
through ofﬂine store QR Code

POINT

E- COM M E R C E /
OR D E R SE R VIC E S

REAL-TIM E IN TERACTIVE
COM M ERCE S OLUTION S

• Korean beauty related (K-Beauty)/
Celebrity goods (K-Pop)/ Direct
Special sale of food (K-Food)

• Interactive commerce where
customers (users) ask real-time
questions and the moderator
can answer them right away

• Lejel Home Shopping stock
special sale

• When having transaction with
HITOP POINT, more beneﬁts
are provided to users through
marketing such as a transaction
of discount coupons

• F&B store delivery order entering
a shopping center

Used by various partners
EXPERIENCE
& EXPERTISE

NEW SHOPPING
EXPERIENCE

Business
Direc
tion
POINT TRANSACTIONS SERVICE THAT CAN
BE USED EVERYWHERE IN INDONESIAN LIFE
BUSINESS
PR O M OT I O N
G OA LS

ESTABLISHMENT

CONVERTED TO VARIOUS

OF ON/OFFLINE

SHOPPING MALL POINTS

PAYMENT SYSTEM

IN INDONESIA

ACCORDING TO JP MORGAN,
FINTECH ADOPTION AND

THE PROPORTION OF TRANSACTIONS

BLOCKCHAIN-BASED

MADE THROUGH E-WALLETS IS

BUSINESS INCREASE

EXPECTED TO INCREASE BY 29%
IN 2023, FROM ONLY 16% IN 2019

BUSINESS
PR O M OT I O N
B AC KG R O U N D

LAUNCH OF LIVE
COMMERCE TO INTERACT
WITH CUSTOMERS
THROUGH CHAT

CHANGES IN PERCEPTION THAT

GOVERNMENT LED FINANCIAL

CRYPTOCURRENCY IS ONE OF THE

SERVICE DIGITALIZATION, SUCH

DIGITAL ASSETS WITH HIGH

AS THE INTRODUCTION OF FINTECH

POTENTIAL FOR FUTURE

INDUSTRIES SUCH AS CRYPTO-

DEVELOPMENT, CENTERING ON

CURRENCY, BLOCKCHAIN, AND

THE Z GENERATION

VIRTUAL CURRENCY

Business
Direc
tion

User Benefits

After acquiring HNP through
airdrop, is it possible to oxidize
HNP (Coin) acquired through
airdrop can be sold on the
coin exchange
Convert to HNP and utilized it
in HITOP ecosystem (sjopping,
payment)

INTEGRATED POINT
LINKAGE AND
PAYMENT

BLOCKCHAIN-BASED
INTEGRATED
MEMBERSHIP

POINT

PAY

Blockchain-based
integrated commerce
platform

Free H.Points can be used
for shopping/transaction

MARKETING
SERVICE

SMART WALLET
SERVICE

It can be used in all aspect
of life by buying HP through
the app &
Free H.Points can be acquired

H. Free accumulation every
time you pay with points
H.Point
For online/ofﬂine transaction
H. when using points, a part
of the transaction amount
Free H. accumulation with
points (except for H. Points
obtained for f ree)

Business
Direc
tion

E-COMMERCE

ORDER SERVICE

EFFICIENT PRODUCT SOURCING AND SALES THROUGH

SHOPPING WITHOUT TIME/SPACE RESTRICTIONS

EXCLUSIVE SPECIAL PRICE AND PROMOTION PLANNING

THROUGH DELIVERY SERVICE

1

Special price sale of korea-related beauty (K-Beauty)
/ celebrity goods (K-Pop)/ food (K-Food)

1

FnB store delivery order in Jakarta Shopping Center

2

Lejel home shopping reserved malicious inventory
special sale

2

Increase in store sales and circulation rate through
smard order

3

Big data-based product curation tailored to users

3

Delivery + commerce combination and business
scalability

Business
Direc
tion

ONLINE

OFFLINE
Memegang Point

1,200 Point

SCAN
Aplikasi Pengembalian Dana

ONLINE COMMERCE SUCH
AS HITOP APP
SUPPORT H.POINT AS
A TRANSACTION METHOD
SHOPPING/ORDER/TICKET, ETC

OFFLINE STORE
H.POINT TRANSACTION
SUPPORT THROUGH QR CODE

“H POINT” THAT ACCUMULATES
ADDITIONALLY THE MORE YOU USE IT

HP

HITOP POINT

Business
Direc
tion

PURCHASE/SALES
POST WALLET

POST WALLET

CONVERTING H.POINTS TO OTHER SHOPPING MALL
POINTS “INTEGRATED MEMBERSHIP SERVICE”

POST WALLET

HITOP POINT

LEJEL POINT

Easy use of various affiliates through integrated membership points

Increase the value of HITOP points increase the partners by utilizing
various partners

POST WALLET

You can purchase other points by converting other points/mileage
to HITOP points in the future

REWARD

PLATFORM
USER

Business
Direc
tion

TECHNICAL SUPPORT
SUCH AS BLOCKCHAIN
AND O2O

BUSINESS
EXPANSION

POINT

PROVIDE HOME
SHOPPING STORAGE AND
PRODUCT SOURCING
LIVE
STREAMS

Business
Direc
tion
BROADCASTING

S U P P LY
GUARANTEES

PLATFORM

CONTENT
PROVISION

CONTENT
PROVISION

PLATFORM
PROVIDED

PLATFORM
PROVIDED

INFLUENCER
ORDER

CLIENT

S U P P LY C H A I N
BRAND/COMPANY, LOCAL
GOVERNMENT, ETC

MCN

BENEFITS
BUYER

SELLER

REAL TIME
COMMUNICATION

REDUCES
PLATFORM
FEES

GET INSTANT
FEEDBACK

SPECIAL
OFFER

THREE-DIMENTIONAL
INFORMATION
ACQUISITION

vice

Ser

HITOP offers a Business Framework for
an integrated online
market
service
where brand and
supplier is allowed
to sell products and
services
through
live commerce. It
also provides ‘Smart
Order’ service which
is specialised in the
noncontact ordering area together
with various
marketing services
for product sellers.

It
establishes
a
system which allows
certiﬁed status of
individuals and their
credit ratings to be
recorded and
veriﬁed in the
Blockchain ledger,
improving the security and reliability of
the service.

4

4.1

Service
Over
view

The services that HITOP
offers include Blockchain
Smart Commerce Platform,
Points/Mileage purchases
system and building Live
commerce.
As
Covid-19
strikes the world, there is a
change in consumer shopping
behaviour
where
people
start
buying
through online or e-commerce. As e-commerce has
become a usual concept,
HITOP is bringing a new
consumption
culture
where it is unlike any ordinary e-commerce as it implements blockchain technology.

With the blockchain technology, it curates big databased products and it has a
smart commerce form that
enables management of
stock status and various
promotions.
Through
HITOP platform, customers
are able to get beauty products, goods like merchandise as well as foods with a
special price. Other than
special offers, customers
are also able to get three
dimensional
information
acquisition. Not only customers, sellers gain some
advantages
too.Through
blockchain, sellers are able
to reduce fees of using the
platform and they are able
to get direct feedback.

4.1
Other
than
blockchain
technology, HITOP also has
point systems. When we
make a purchase f rom
HITOP platform, customers
will earn points f rom their
purchase. These points and
then able to be used for
customers on their next
purchase. So when customers buy through HITOP
platform, not only special
deals,
curates
big
data-based products, they
are also able to save
through the points that
they earn just like miles for
an airline ticket.

There are many beneﬁts f rom
online shopping but somehow
some people still prefer to do
ofﬂine shopping than online
shopping. One of the reasons is
because with online shopping
we are unable to see, touch,
smell or even know the size of
the product or goods that
these online shops are selling
as we can only see through pictures. There are many cases
where customers are unsatisﬁed with what they bought
online as what they see
through pictures and what
they actually get are so different. Due to this, many have
started doing live online shopping so people are able to see
the actual products or goods.

Following the trend, HITOP
will be building a live commerce collaboration with
Lejel (a company which is
known for live shopping
through television) through
the website and social
media platforms so that
customers will be able to
see what the products or
goods that they are buying.

4.1

2

NOTIFICATION

1
1

-

YouTuber-related product
Related product suggestion
Special price
Group purchase

- Coupon/event
- Survey

3

2

SYNC

BROADCAST

BROADCAST

3

ADVERTISING

ADVERTISING

Alarm display after
recognition while
watching YouTube
broadcast on smartphone
(Earphone x) - Alarm
button - Check recognition result

DELIVERY
ADVERTISEMENT
BY TOUCHING

Service
Fea
tures

4.2

EXCHANGE

SELL

HITOP
COIN

PURCHASE

COSTUMER
(USER)

USER
STAKING
REWARD

TRANSACTION
DISCOUNTS/
BENEFITS

OFFER

• Buyer & consumer connection and transaction agency

PURCHASE

• New product promotion planning/advertising
• Providing various rewards and beneﬁts

REFUNDS
AND OTHER
SETTLEMENTS

CALCULATE

POINT/CASH

Store
STORE
(LEJEL)
(LEJEL)

I NTEGRATION
PO INT
AND
TR A NS ACTION

SMART
WALLET
SERVICE

POINT
INTEG RATION
POINT
PL ATFORM

INDONESIA POINT
LINKAGE, TRANSACTION

VARIOUS
CRYPTOCURRENCY
STORAGE WALLET

BLOCKCHAINBASED
INTEG RATED
MEMBERSHIP

MEMBERSHIP WITHOUT
REGIONAL SIZE
RESTRICTIONS

MARK ET IN G
SERVICE

OFFER A VARIETY
OF EVENT COUPONS

Road
map
2021.1Q

Formation of HITOP Team
Business Design and Service Planning
Token Economy Planning

2021.3Q

HITOP Token Distribution and Wallet Function Begins
Cryptocurrency-based Café Launching
Cryptocurrency Exchange Listing

2021.2Q

HITOP Whitepaper Issuance
Legal Review Projects and Services
Cryptocurrency-based Luxury Store Launching

5

2022.1Q

2022.3Q

Deferred Payment of Electronic Vouchers with Cryptocurrency
Entry into the U.S. Market (Digital Flag Shop Launching)
South Korea Cryptocurrency Exchange Listing

HITOP Blockchain Mainnet Launching
HITOP Token Swap
Removal of HITOP Token Lock-up

2021.4Q
BIT, ETH Payment Module Application
HITOP Commerce Application Launching

2022.2Q

2022.4Q

International Service Launching (Thailand, Vietnam)
Local Exchange Listing
International Digital Flag Shop Launching

HITOP Service Platform Upgrade
Development of Specialized Products and Affiliated Business
Establishment of Asia Head Quarter Incorporation (Singapore)

Future
Part
ners

Executive Official Partner
LEJEL HOME
SHOPPING

LEJEL E&M

K-DRAMA

DRAKOR PLUS

SINEMA OF
INDONESIA

TVP

FTV

M CINE CHANNEL

Company Establishment :

February 10, 2007

Sales

:

Rp. 512,2 Billion (KRW 44 Billion)

Representative name

:

Yu Gokjong

Number of Employees

:

670

SINEMA THE
COUNTRY X

Number of Distribution :

55 Pieces (Indonesia nationwide delivery within 24 hours, early morning delivery,

Centers

free delivery-free return fullﬁlment establishment
No. 1 Indonesian home shopping market share (58%) and the largest number of
customers : 2,7 million)
7 direct broadcasting channels and 57 cooperative channels the largest home
shopping broadcasting station in Indonesia)
Indonesia's ﬁrst 24-hour home shopping broadcast and 24-hour consultation

SHARE OF HOME SHOPPING
MARKET IN INDONESIA

7%
8%
12%

15%

LEJEL
58%

LEJEL

SMILE TV

ETC

OSHOP

MNC SHOP

6

LEJEL HAS HIGHEST BRAND RECOGNITION
AND THE LARGEST AND FASTEST LOGISTICS
COVERAGE IN INDONESIA

SINGAPORE

HONGKONG

MALAYSIA

HOME SHOPPING

LEJEL E&M
INDONESIA

LEJEL E&M

LEJEL INTERNATIONAL

Future
Part
ners

ENI MEDIA TV

LEJEL LOGISTICS

LEJEL LOCAL TV

LEJEL PRODUCTION

COMPANY OVERVIEW
Date of establishment: 2007.02.10
(Lejel Home Shopping Local Corporation)
Date of change:2012.09.01
(Converted to Lejel Shopping as a foreign-invested corporation)
Employees: 660+ (including Koreans)

Completed the acquisition of retail sales business license through
media in 2012
Currently classiﬁed as a foreign investment-restricted business
according to the 2014 Presidential Decree No.39
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